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57 ABSTRACT 
A marking device comprising a drum having a plural 
ity axially elongated peripheral receptacles or pockets 
and cartridges arranged to be inserted into the recep 
tacles from opposite ends of the drum and floatingly 
supported therein for radial movement which effects a 
pumping action to force marking fluid into a marking 
wick and aspiration of excess fluid into the cartridge. 

7 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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LAYOUT MARKING WHEEL 

DISCUSSION OF THE PRIOR ART 
Various marking devices for layout work and the like 

are known. One of the serious problems in such prior 
art is in the complexity of the mechanism required for 
properly feeding the ink or other marking fluid to the 
marking point and in adjusting such point or applicator 
to compensate for wear. Various expensive forms have 
been devised. Other devices function for only a short 
time or are not practical. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A general object of the invention is to provide a 
novel, durable and effective layout wheel for use by 
carpenters and the like. 
A specific object is to provide in a layout wheel a 

novel marking device which comprises a flexible fluid 
filled cartridge carried by a wheel and having a marking 
wick projecting beyond the wheel periphery, the wick 
being adapted to reciprocate inwardly and outwardly of 
the work contacting annular periphery of the wheel and 
serving to deform the container sufficiently to force 
feed the fluid into the wick. 
Another object is to provide for a layout wheel a 

novel disposable cartridge which is easy to mount into 
the wheel and to remove therefrom. 
A still further object is to devise a novel wheel which 

is simple and inexpensive to fabricate, preferably of 
plastic material. 
Another object is to devise a novel marking wheel 

wherein the cartridges are adapted to be extended axi 
ally of the wheel beyond the sides thereof whereby the 
device is useful in normally inaccessible places, such as 
in proximity to a vertical wall. 
Another important object of the invention is to de 

vise an inking cartridge and mounting therefor which 
floats the cartridge so that it may operate upon uneven 
surfaces. 
These and other objects and advantages inherent in 

and encompassed by the invention will become more 
apparent from the specifications and the drawings, 
wherein: 
FIG. 1 is an axial sectional view of our novel marking 

device; 
FIG. 2 is a transaxial sectional view taken substan 

tially on line 2-2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged end elevational view of a por 

tion of the drum and cartridge; 
FIG. 4 being a transaxial sectional view of a portion 

of the drum and cartridge mounted therein; and 
FIG. 5 being an enlargement of a portion of FIG. 4. 

DESCRIPTION OF FIGS. 1-3 

Describing the invention in detail, and having partic 
ular reference to the drawings there is shown a drum 2 
of skeletal construction comprising a center sleeve 3 
having an axial bore 4 for reception of a preferably me 
tallic spindle or shaft 5. The shaft 5 extends through the 
bore 3 and at one end 7 is provided with a thread 8 
upon which is threaded a nut 9 in abutment with a 
washer 10 which bears against one end of the sleeve 3. 
The other end of the shaft 5 is formed with a handle 

arm generally designated 12 which is Z-shaped in side 
elevation and has a leg 14 integral with the shaft 5 and 
extends trans-axially of the drum. The leg 16 connects 
with an inwardly extending portion 18 which is joined 
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2 
at its inner end with an outwardly extending portion 20 
located generally medially between the opposite ends 
21 and 22 of the drum. The outer end of the portion 20 
is connected to a handle 23 which is of hollow con 
struction providing a receptacle 24 for a spare marking 
cartridge 25. The receptacle 24 is fitted with a releas 
able cap 26 for containing the cartridge. 
The drum has a plurality of circumferentially spaced, 

axially elongated ribs 27,27 about its periphery 28 to 
provide good traction for the drum as it is rolled upon 
a plank 29 or other member to be marked. The drum 
has a cylindrical annulus 30 which is connected by 
spokes 31,31 to the center sleeve. 
The thick section annulus is provided with axially 

elongated pockets 33 of cylindrical shape which com 
municate through axially elongated slots or guides 34 
to the periphery 28. Each pocket 33 extends the full 
length of the drum and is provided at its ends with inlet 
openings 35,36. The inlet opening 36 of each pocket 33 
is dimensioned to admit a cartridge 38 endwise. 
Each cartridge comprises a generally cylindrical cap 

sule or container or shell member 40 which is covered 
by a sleeve 42 of sponge-like elastomer material such 
as polyeurathane. The sleeve 42 is slightly compressed 
between the cylindrical periphery 43 of the respective 
pocket and the periphery 44 of the capsule member 
and serves in shear to retain the cartridge against end 
wise displacement and in compression accommodates 
movement of the cartridge radially of the drum. The 
capsule or container member is formed of nylon or 
polyethylene or polypropylene or like flexible plastic 
material and is slit axially at one side as at 47 (FIG. 3) 
to provide a slot which is defined by a pair of outwardly 
protruding lips 48,49. The lips are biased to tightly en 
brace a wick 50 which may be of stiff felt or porous ny 
lon. 
The wick has its inner edge portion 52 extended into 

the marking-fluid-containing chamber 53 of the con 
tainer shell 40 for osmatic transfer of the ink or fluid 
55 from chamber 53 to the wick body 56 which 
projects through the contiguous slot 34 to the periph 
ery of the drum. The wick has an outer edge portion 57 
beyond the periphery 28 of the drum. The wick extends 
and retracts with respect to the periphery pursuant to 
engagement of the wick with the surface of the board 
of plank 29 upon which the drum is rotated. Attendant 
to such engagement of the wick with the surface being 
marked, the wick is forced inwardly of the drum. This 
is accommodated partially by compression of the soft 
sponge-like sleeve about the cartridge and partially by 
deflection or collapse or warping of the cartridge shell 
40. This deformation causes the ink to be pumped from 
the shell into the wick. As soon as the wick is free of 
the surface of the plank it will move outwardly to its ini 
tial position. This in turn permits the shell to assume its 
undistorted shape and creates a vacuum at the wick 
thus aspirating the marking fluid into the shell. This re 
ciprocal action of the wick insures not only the flow of 
fluid at the time needed to mark the surface, but the as 
piration into the shell prevents excess fluid from spill 
ing onto the drum. Thus a simple and effective means 
is provided for minimizing waste and for proper wetting 
of the scribing wick when it is marking 
The used cartridge is readily removed by displace 

ment axially from the cylinder and if desired may only 
be partially inserted so that it extends from one end of 
the drum so as to be able to mark in normally inaccessi 
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ble locations as alongside a wall. In such position the 
drum would rotate on a supporting board but the car 
tridges would extend from the drum axially and over 
the surface to be marked. 

It will be noted that the handle end of the drum is 
provided with a guiding disk 60 which is of larger diam 
eter than the drum and is fixed to one end 21 of the 
drum as by screws 62,62. The inboard side 63 of the 
disk is adapted to ride along a guide edge 64 of the 
plank and thus insures accuracy and straightness of the 

DESCRIPTION OF FIGS. 4 ANDS 

In this embodiment the drum 2 is essentially the 
same as drum 2 and comprises pockets 75 of generally 
rectangular form with parallel chordal sides 76,77 and 
a circumferentially extending inner side 78. The elasto 
meric sponge material 79 is fitted between the pocket 
surfaces and the complementary periphery 81 of the 
cartridge shell 82. The structure and function of the 
polyeurathane material 79 and the plastic flexible shell 
being of same materials as the previous embodiment is 
to flex and charge the wick by pumping action and to 
aspirate the excess fluid from the wick when it is re 
leased from marking. In the present instance the lips 
83,84 converge radially outwardly and engage comple 
mentary wedge surfaces 85, and 86 of the associated 
pocket. The wedging action causes the lips to tightly 
engage the wick to prevent leaking. This same type of 
action and relationship is in effect in the first embodi 
ment on a lesser scale in that the lips converge out 
wardly and engage outwardly converging surfaces at 
the inner edge of the wick slot or guide means at a lock 
ing angle. In the present embodiment as well as in the 
former, the sponge material tends to bias the cartridge 
lips into wedging engage-ment. This insures that the 
wick is centered in its slot and in reciprocating is not 
pressed against sides of the slot so as to scrape off the 
fluid which would normally, due to gravity and centrif 
ugal action, be forced onto the periphery of the drum. 

In each embodiment one or more pockets may be left 
blank and the spacing will determine the distances to 
be marked. It will be understood that parts similar in 
both embodiments are identified by the same reference 
characters. 
Several embodiments of the invention have been dis 

closed. However, this is not intended to be by way of 
limitation, since now in view of this disclosure many 
other variations will become apparent which are in 
tended to be covered by the appended claims, which 
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4 
shall serve to delineate the scope of the invention: 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a marking device, a drum element adapted to be 

rolled along the surface to be marked, a selected num 
ber of cartridges mounted on the element, each car 
tridge having a flexible container portion and a wick 
extending therefrom through the periphery of the 
drum, said wick formed of relatively stiff material and 
having an outer edge portion extending beyond the pe 
riphery of the drum and effective to deform said car 
tridge upon engagement with the surface to be marked 
by moving inwardly of said periphery, said cartridge 
having a shell of deformable plastic material and having 
lip portions embracing the wick which extends into the 
shell, said drum having guide means guiding said wick 
during reciprocation thereof into and out of the drum 
and said guide means having wedging engagement with 
said lips to enhance the clamping action of the lips 
against the wick, and means for floatingly mounting the 
cartridges in the drum. 

2. The invention according to claim 1 and said drum 
having pockets receiving respective cartridges therein, 
and said mounting means comprising deflectible, rela 
tively soft means between the cartridge and the sides of 
the pocket. 

3. The invention according to claim 2 and said de 
flectible means comprising elastomer material of 
sponge-like characteristics. 

30 4. The invention according to claim 3 and said mate 
rial being polyeurathane. 

5. The invention according to claim 1 and said drum 
having pockets elongated axially of the drum and said 
cartridges disposed in said pockets with the wicks pro 

sjecting through respective guide means, and said 
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mounting means comprising a sleeve of sponge-like 
elastomer material in each pocket encasing the shell 
and operative to floatingly support the respective car 
tridge. 

6. The invention according to claim 5 and said pock 
ets having open ends at the ends of drum, and said car 
tridges positionable in extended positions outwardly of 
an end of the drum and said cartridges adapted to be 
inserted and applied to the drum by endwise displace 
ment axially of the drum, 

7. The invention according to claim 1 and each said 
shell being of generally quadrilateral conformation and 
the drum having pockets extending axially of the drum 
and of complimentary form to said shells. 

sk alk is is 


